
Art Pack Green

Seasons



1. LO: To develop experimentation skills for Autumn 
Key Information:
Can you name the Autumn colours?
watch the video and discuss 
What happens in Autumn?
Task

1: Find leaves
2: Paint over them to make a pattern
3: Can you make a warm Autumn coloured

Extension: You could also experiment with other methods like- a sponge 
or even your fingers to apply the paint

Keywords:Printmaking Dabbing Texture Paint Brush Finger painting 
Sponging



Watch the video to discuss what happens in Autumn?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZk3SpyJKeA 

Warm Autumn colours are:

Red Yellow Orange Brown



Outcome:  Try to make one using warm Autumn colours red and yellow or 
Orange and Brown 

Go outside to collect some leaves 
or cut shapes out of paper
Use them to make a pattern
By holding them down and 
painting over them.

Many artists use templates to create stencil designs. Look at the leaf prints 
below, can you spot the difference between how you printed last lesson
and these designs?



If you can’t find leaves cut out these 
leaves first and use them to paint over



Colour the leaves to look like Autumn colours or your favourite season :



2. LO: To design a Spring Coloured Bird 
Key Information:
Spring is full of bright colours
outside because their are so many
beautiful flowers and baby animals
Task

1: Describe the pictures
2: Draw a picture or outline 1 on the worksheet
3:Colour or paint them using your imagination

Extension: You could also experiment with other methods like- a 
sponge or even your fingers to apply the paint

Key words: Colourful Spring Birds Imaginations 



Can you describe the 
pictures?

They are all based on the 
Season Spring 
When we think of Spring 
we think of bright colours

What colours do you see?
Draw one of these birds
or design your own
using paint/felt pens or 

Starter







Colour the bird to match your 

favourite season

Cut the parts out 

Use a pencil to press the holes 

Join together using string or 

split pins if you have them so 

the wings can move 



3. Extension Name_________________________   Date__________
Seasonal Colours- Colours can make you think of different seasons
Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter.  What season do you think these are like?

A___________________ B___________________

C__________________ D_________________________


